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BULK MATERIAL HANDLING SYSTEM
®Deebar Rail-Veyor  PTY (Ltd) was the first company 

to design, manufacture and install the Worlds 

First commercially built Rail-Veyor system.

We are proud members of the 
South African Institute of Materials Handling
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NEW

RAIL-VEYOR REPLACED CONVEYORS & TRUCKS ON A MINE IN THE NORTH WEST PROVINCE

Deebar entered the market in 2004 with a new bulk material handling system called 
®the Deebar Rail-Veyor .

A similar system was originally conceptualised in the 1960's by the French state 
railroad, SECCAM, who developed the light rail transport concept, but because of 
technology at the time, the system was not cost effective.

With the technology available today, Deebar have fine-tuned the original concept and 
have redesigned the system to ensure its maximum potential. With all the new 
developments Deebar secured various Design Applications, Copy Rights and 
International Patents (PCT).

Deebar then proceeded to promote the product and as a result obtained a contract for 
the first production system in the world in 2005, a 5.1km underground system for 
Harmony Gold Mine, Phakisa Shaft in Welkom.

Designed to move 180 000 Tons of Gold ore per month, the system has two tipping loops 
one for reef and one for waste at the end of the 5.1km haul route.  The entire system is 
fully automated and controlled from a central control room underground or remotely 
operated on surface. 

In 2011 Deebar secured another contract for the design, manufacture, installation and 
®commissioning for another Deebar Rail-Veyor  Bulk Material Handling System for a 

mine in Brits, North West Province, South Africa.

When the system is in full production, it will transport 525 000 tons of ore per month 
consisting of three trains travelling over a distance of 2,2Km to the stock pile feeding 
the plant. As the mine is in build up stage, they are currently running two trains.

®Deebar Rail-Veyor  is a cost-effective, environmentally friendly bulk material (handling) transport system.  The system is based 

on the principle of a rollercoaster combined with rail bound hoppers where a train consisting of a series of articulated trough like 

cars run up inclines, down hills and around bends on a rail that can turn back with a 30 meter radius horizontally.  The Deebar Rail-
®Veyor  consists of a light rail track with a number of two wheeled cars that are inter connected to represent a long open trough 

moving along a track. Each car is connected to the car in front by means of a specially designed clevis that allows articulated 

movement to negotiate curves, bends and tipping. 

Sealing of the gap between cars is maintained by the use of overlapping flexible rubber flaps, which prevents spillage of the 

material and operates as a discharge chute for tipping the load after being transported.

To move the train the systems consists of a number of strategically placed, energy efficient, drive stations.  With air or foam filled 
®tyres in contact with the side drive plates of the cars, providing the driving force.  The Deebar Rail-Veyor  does not make use of a 

locomotive or integral drive unit on the train, therefore a light cost effective rail track based on the car and payload weight can 

be used. The rail track does not have to support the locomotives weight as in the case of a conventional railroad system.

THE SYSTEM & IT’S HISTORY



®The Deebar Rail-Veyor  offers numerous advantages over other alternative bulk material handling systems such as:

Low Running Cost

Low Maintenance 

Reliable 

Flexibility and Low profile

Lightweight rail track

Easily upgradable

Central operator control 

Minimal Material spillage

Loading and Unloading

Allows for multiple loading and dump 

stations

Environmentally Friendly

Energy efficient

Variable Speeds

Due to its simple design and with its low operating costs, which are based on energy used 
®per ton/km, the Deebar Rail-Veyor  makes it a substantially more cost effective 

alternative to other conventional methods of moving bulk material.  

As an energy saving feature, a drive station will only switch on through sensors as the 
train arrives near the drive station and will switch off once the train has passed through. 
This means that at any one time only a certain amount of drives are running per train.

In a typical South African mining environment for example, mines are required to reduce 
their electricity costs, the Rail-Veyor is an excellent product to assist with energy saving.

KEY ADVANTAGES

HOW CAN WE CUT YOUR COSTS

370 300 km



THE RAIL-VEYOR VS COMPETITORS

Conveyors have often been the choice product for 
material (handling) haulage solutions. However they 
(conveyors) are only a competitive solution when 
transporting material over short flat, straight 

®distances. The Deebar Rail-Veyor  system offers a far 
more adaptable approach to material handling and can 
provide a solution to the typical problems that 
conveyors face, such as; moving around corners and 
bends, long distances and steep inclines. The Deebar 

®Rail-Veyor  requires far less maintenance, man power 
and does not need any transfer points which makes it a 
prime material (handling) haulage solution for the 
mining and industrial markets.

CONVEYOR BELTS

HEAVY RAIL

Versatility
· Can handle large to very fine ore.           More energy efficient. 
· Can easily navigate over difficult topography.     Can be re-located to another site.
· No transfer points are required around bends.    Will not be effected by extreme weather conditions.
· Loading just as easy as conveyor.           Can be extended and modified.
· Add trains for increased flexibility and increased     Reduced material spillage.
 tonnages / availability (Production).            Can operate when dangerous gasses and smoke are present.
· Can negotiate bends of 30 meter radius and inclines    There are no fire or smoke hazards running a Rail-Veyor.
 of up to 11 degrees.             Has a low profile design to allow for clearance of  obstacles,
· Has the ability to travel in excess of 5m/s, depending on the site.   bridging or tunnelling.     
      

Operation & Maintenance
· Parts are easily removed / replaced which limits down time.   Fully automated system utilising only one operator in a central
               control room.

Cost Effective
· Lower opex costs than conveyors.           Energy efficient system due to efficient drives, possibility of     
· Lower labour costs due to less man power needed.          using regenerative drive stations if site is favourable.
· Environmentally friendly green system.     More reliable and less wearable parts to be replaced or   
· Reduced down time.             repaired.

Versatility
· Can handle large to very fine ore.    ·     Dedicated rails allow for zero delays such as traffic & do not 
· Uses light rail as opposed to 60kg heavy rail.         require a set travel time schedule.
· Does not require ballast (site specific).    ·     Has a low profile design to allow for clearance of obstacles, 
· Does not require large haulage to operate underground.        bridging or tunnelling.
· No locomotive required.     ·     More energy efficient.
· Loading and unloading simpler than heavy rail.   ·     Can easily be re-located to another site. 
· Can be extended and modified.

Operation & Maintenance
· Parts are easily removed / replaced which limits down time. ·     Fully automated system utilising only one operator in a  
· Reduces risk of collisions.           central control room. 

Cost Effective
· Lower opex costs as no diesel is required.   ·     Significantly reduced capex over the heavy rail infrastructure.
· Lower labour costs due to less man power needed.  ·     More reliable and less wearable parts to be replaced or  
· Cost effective energy saving drives.          repaired. 
· · Huge energy savings in the electricity bill. (no electric loco)      Significantly lower Carbon Footprint than heavy rail 
              systems.

®The Deebar Rail-Veyor  is a far more flexible bulk 

material handling solution than that of the heavy rail 

systems. Although the heavy rail systems have been the 

primary solution for many types of materials, namely 

coal transported to the power stations, the Rail-Veyor 

system has proved to be an effective replacement for 

the large capex of a heavy rail system. Not only is the 

Rail-Veyor more cost effective, it is more versatile & can 

travel in tight areas such as under bridges & roadways. 



THE RAIL-VEYOR VS COMPETITORS

THE COMPETITIVE EDGE

TRUCKS

Versatility
· Can easily navigate over difficult topography.  · Can handle large to very fine ore.
· Does not require large (underground) haulage to   · Dedicated rails allow for zero delays such as traffic.
 operate underground.     · More energy efficient.
· Reduced material spillage     · Add trains for increased flexibility and increased tonnages.
· Can be extended and modified.    · No road maintenance.
· Loading and unloading simpler than trucks.  · Will not be effected by extreme weather conditions like wet
· Has a low profile design to allow for clearance of    haul roads. 
 obstacles, bridging or tunnelling.   · Limited public road safety. 
· Will not be effected by fatigued staff.   · No road transport costs.
· Requires a small footprint haul route.    

Operation & Maintenance
· Parts are easily removed / replaced which limits   · Fully automated system utilising only one operator in a central
 down time.       control room.
· No dust suppression is needed.    · Reduces risk of collisions.

Cost Effective
· Lower opex costs than trucks.    · No road tax or road maintenance needed.
· Lower labour costs due to less man power needed.  · Energy efficient system due to efficient drives, possibility of using
· Multiple Drivers and operators replaced by one operator.  regenerative drive stations if site is favourable.
· Significantly lower Carbon Footprint than trucks.  · More reliable and less wearable parts to be replaced or repaired.
· Reduced down time.      

Haulage trucks have often been associated as the 

quickest and simplest way to move material, but 
®with the introduction of the Deebar Rail-Veyor  

system, material haulage has just become a lot 
®simpler. The Deebar Rail-Veyor  can operate more 

efficiently with less damage to the environment 

and its employees and can significantly reduce 

your companies' opex per tonne.

®Compared to other material handling systems, the Deebar Rail-Veyor  can significantly reduce your carbon footprint due to the 
low emissions and energy consumption.

The Rail-Veyor uses drive stations that are operated by electrical motors to propel the train/s forward. With the system 
operating without loco's and entirely on electricity, there are zero emissions from fuel. The system also only operates drive 
stations that are in contact with the train at any given time, which leads to greater energy saving. 

”
“

In a study done by Crickmay & Associates (Pty) Ltd on different bulk material systems, sixteen different systems were 

extensively researched to investigate and identify alternative transport modes and technologies, with the aim of determining 

which technologies are best suited for transport requirements, it was said,    The most surprising outcome of this 

research, however, is the comprehensively competitive possibilities of the Rail-Veyor system, which 

proved to be the only technology that was competitive under every single scenario.



For more information on the Deebar Group of companies visit:

www.deebar.co.za
www.rail-veyor.co.za

®This document is the property of Deebar Rail-Veyor  only, and may not be transmitted to any other party, in whole or 
®in part, in any form without the written permission of Deebar Rail-Veyor .
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